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Japan’s Growing Angst over the South China Sea

By Ian Storey

SUMMARY

As tensions have ratcheted up in the South China Sea over the past several years, Japan 
has expressed growing concern at negative developments and the lack of progress in 
implementing effective conflict management mechanisms. Japan is not a claimant, but as a 
major maritime trading nation it is a significant stakeholder in the dispute. Tokyo is alarmed 
at China’s increasingly assertive posture in the maritime domain, and views the disputes in 
the South and East China Seas as linked. Japan has two major concerns over the South 
China Sea. First, that instability has the potential to disrupt the free flow of maritime trade 
on which the country’s economic prosperity depends. Second, that if China is able to per-
suade or coerce other Asian nations into accepting its claimed “historic rights” in the South 
China Sea, existing international legal norms would be undermined. To mitigate its con-
cerns, Japan is pursuing a number of strategies: it raises the problem at regional security 
forums; it tries to encourage ASEAN unity on issues of maritime security; it discusses the 
problem bilaterally with Southeast Asian countries and provides capacity building support 
to selected claimants (principally the Philippines); and it seeks closer ties with other exter-

nal stakeholders which share its concerns. 
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INTRODUCTION

In a speech that was due to be delivered in Jakarta on 18 January—but postponed due to 
the hostage crisis in Algeria—Prime Minister Shinzo Abe stressed the vital importance of 
Asia’s maritime domain to Japan:

Japan’s national interest lies eternally in keeping Asia’s seas unequivocally 
open, free, and peaceful—in maintaining them as the commons for all the 
people in the world, where the rule of law is fully realized…In light of our 
geographic circumstances, the two objectives are natural and fundamental 
imperatives for Japan, a nation surrounded by ocean and deriving suste-
nance from those oceans—a nation that views the safety of the seas as its 
own safety.1

That Abe chose to focus on maritime security during his first overseas trip since assuming 
office on 26 December 2012 is unsurprising for two reasons. 

First, as an island nation largely bereft of natural resources, Japan’s economic prosper-
ity depends on the free flow of maritime trade: Japan relies on Asia’s sea lanes to transport 
its manufactured goods to world markets and bring in natural resources, including 90 
percent of its imported energy supplies. The vital importance of these maritime trade routes 
is reflected in the fact that since the 1960s Japan has invested considerable financial and 
political capital into improving the safety and security of Southeast Asia’s sea lanes by 
funding safety of navigation mechanisms and, in the 1990s and 2000s, promoting regional 
cooperation to tackle transnational threats such as sea piracy and maritime terrorism. 

Second, although Southeast Asians may regard the disputes in the South China Sea 
and in the East China Sea as being separate, Japan views the two issues as inextricably 
linked. While Japan is not a claimant in the South China Sea, it sees worrying parallels with 
the situation in the East China Sea: renewed Chinese assertiveness fuelled by growing 
nationalism, and Beijing’s willingness to apply coercive pressure on the other claimants 
made possible by the rapid modernization of the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLA-Navy) 
and the expansion of China’s civilian maritime law enforcement agencies. Japan is greatly 
concerned that China’s position on the South China Sea has the potential to undermine in-
ternational legal norms including the principle of freedom of navigation. It also worries that 
growing instability in the South China Sea could ultimately disrupt shipping flows to Japan. 
In an opinion piece published the day after he took office, Abe warned that the South 
China Sea risked being transformed into “Lake Beijing”.2 

As a result of this angst, Japan’s new government — which is often portrayed in the 
media as “hawkish”— has stepped up existing policies to encourage ASEAN unity over the 
South China Sea, strengthen the maritime capabilities of certain Southeast Asian claim-
ants and foster closer coordination and cooperation with other stakeholders, especially the 
United States.
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JAPAN’S CONCERNS

Japan has played an important role in China’s re-emergence as a Great Power. When 
China opened up its economy in the late 1970s, Japan was an early and enthusiastic 
investor; bilateral trade boomed and in 2011 hit $345 billion.3 Today, however, high levels 
of economic interdependence coexist alongside low-level rivalry and mutual suspicions: 
the legacy of Japan’s aggressive behaviour during the 1930s and World War II continues 
to negatively shape Chinese perceptions of Japan, while Tokyo is palpably concerned at 
Beijing’s more assertive behaviour in the maritime domain, perceived lack of respect for 
international norms and the country’s growing military might. 

Japan recognizes that China’s phenomenal economic growth and generally stable 
domestic politics have given Beijing a new found confidence on the world stage. This 
confidence has been bolstered by China’s rapid emergence as Asia’s preeminent military 
power. As the PRC’s economy has expanded, greater financial resources have been de-
voted to the armed forces even as defence spending has remained more or less constant 
as a percentage of GDP — around 2 percent according to most analysts.4 Between 1988 
and 1997, China raised defence spending by an annual average of 14.5 percent, rising to 
15.9 percent between 1998 and 2007.5 In 2012, China’s official defence spending rose 
to $106 billion, the second highest in the world — admittedly a long way behind the United 
States, which spent $614 billion, but nevertheless the highest in Asia.6 These trends stand 
in marked contrast to Japan’s political, economic and military milieu. Since the early 1990s 
the Japanese economy has been mired in recession, a problem compounded by weak po-
litical leadership. As a direct consequence of economic stagnation, defence spending has 
remained flat: in 1999 Japan spent $54.39 billion on its armed forces and in 2011 $54.53 
billion (in constant 2010 US dollars).7 In January 2013 the Abe government promised to 
raise defence spending by 0.8 percent, the first increase in 11 years.8

Japan has repeatedly criticized China for its lack of transparency concerning defence 
spending (many analysts estimate that the true level of Chinese defence expenditure is two 
or three times higher than the official budget), PLA modernization and strategic intentions. 
Japan’s 2010 defence white paper assesses that “China has not yet achieved the levels 
of transparency expected of a responsible major power” and that this lack of transparency 
“could lead to a sense of distrust and misunderstandings”.9 A year earlier, Japan’s Ministry 
of Defense had noted there was “concern how the military power of China will influence 
the regional state of affairs and the security of Japan” and that the modernization of the 
PLA was something “Japan should keep a careful watch over”.10

For Japan’s security analysts, China’s growing military power has already altered the 
strategic context in both the East China Sea and South China Sea. Since the early 2000s, 
Tokyo has become concerned at the growing presence of Chinese military and paramilitary 
vessels in waters close to Japan, including in its 200 nautical miles exclusive economic 
zone (EEZ). Since the Japanese government nationalized three of the Senkaku/Diaoyu 
Islands in September 2012, China has stepped up the frequency of incursions into the 
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territorial waters of the disputed islands, raising tensions between the two countries to the 
highest level since the end of the Second World War.

Japanese security analysts have also expressed concern at the worsening situation in 
the South China Sea. The National Institute for Defense Studies (NIDS), for example, noted 
in its 2011 review of regional security that after pursuing a more “cooperative stance” in 
the 2000s, China has “once again begun adopting a hardline stance on the South China 
Sea”.11 A year later, NIDS went on to observe that China’s more assertive posture had 
provoked sporadic clashes with the other claimants, facilitated greater security coopera-
tion between the United States and Southeast Asian countries and had “significantly 
influenced” the arms acquisition programmes of some ASEAN states.12 Japan’s anxiety 
was reflected in the 2012 defence white paper which, for the first time, devoted a separate 
section to the South China Sea dispute. The white paper noted “growing concern among 
the international community in recent years over issues such as the freedom of navigation 
in the sea” and that the dispute “is considered to have a potential impact on the peace and 
stability of the regional and international community, and attention will continue to be paid 
to trends in the countries concerned as well as the direction of dialogues aimed at resolu-
tion of the issue”.13

These comments reflect Japan’s two main concerns regarding the situation in the South 
China Sea: the potential impact on sea lane security and international legal norms.

Instability fuelled by rising tensions has the potential to disrupt Southeast Asia’s sea 
lanes on which Japan’s economic security depends. While few observers expect a major 
conflict over ownership of the Spratlys, the increasing frequency of incidents at sea involv-
ing warships, patrol boats, fishing trawlers and survey vessels raises the risk that an acci-
dental clash could quickly escalate into a major diplomatic and military crisis. The harden-
ing of positions by the claimant states, rising nationalism and the almost complete absence 
of conflict prevention and management mechanisms compounds the risk. Similar scenarios 
involving the armed forces of China and Japan could also occur in the East China Sea for 
precisely the same reasons.

Japan’s second main concern is related to legal norms. Most of the disputants base 
their claims to sovereignty of the Spratly Islands on discovery, historical usage and admin-
istration. Because China did not begin to occupy features in the Spratlys until the 1980s, 
it places a strong emphasis on historical “evidence” going back to the Han Dynasty in the 
2nd century BC. China points to a number of maps to support its claims, including one 
drawn up by the Nationalist Chinese government in 1947. The map shows nine discontinu-
ous lines encompassing 80 percent of the South China Sea. China has studiously avoided 
providing a detailed explanation of what these dashes indicate. In fact there seems to be 
differing interpretations within China on what the map means: from a claim only to the geo-
graphical features and their adjacent waters, to the notion that China is entitled to “historic 
rights” within the nine dashes, including ownership of all living and non-living resources 
therein.14 While the first interpretation would broadly be in line with the 1982 United 
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), the latter is clearly incompatible. 
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The ambiguity of the map, and the presumption that China is claiming sovereignty over all 
of the insular features plus exclusive rights to maritime resources within the nine-dash line, 
has generated unease across the region and beyond. Japan’s disquiet was heightened in 
2009 when China officially submitted the map attached to a note verbale protesting the 
joint submission to the United Nations Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf 
by Vietnam and Malaysia. Japan does not believe that the nine-dash line can be legally justi-
fied, and that should other Asian nations be persuaded or coerced into accepting China’s 
claims, UNCLOS would be undermined. A settlement that recognizes Beijing’s claims 
would also strengthen China’s position in the East China Sea, thus undermining Japan’s 
claims. 

A related issue is the principle of freedom of navigation. Thus far, the dispute has not 
interrupted the transit of maritime traffic through the South China Sea. Nevertheless, con-
cerns that one day freedom of navigation may be put at risk by a preponderant China have 
been voiced. Attempts by Beijing to put these fears to rest have received a mixed recep-
tion. In September 2012, for instance, then Chinese Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi stated 
that “Freedom and safety of navigation in the South China Sea is assured”.15 The Philippine 
government articulated the unease of other governments when it issued a statement argu-
ing that it was not for China to bestow freedom of navigation in the area — a “privilege” that 
could, presumably, be taken away if China so wished.16 Japan has not voiced this concern 
in public, but does so in private.

China’s interpretation of freedom of navigation is, moreover, at odds with other coun-
tries. While most governments view foreign military surveillance activities in the EEZ of a 
coastal state as legitimate and permissible under UNCLOS, China regards such actions as 
illegal.17 This interpretation (which a dozen or so countries around the world, including in 
Asia, support) puts the United States and China at odds, and led to the 2001 EP-3 surveil-
lance plane and 2009 Impeccable incidents. The issue of foreign military surveillance activi-
ties in the EEZ of a coastal state poses a dilemma for Japan. In general Tokyo supports 
the position of the United States, but does not do so publicly because this would prevent 
it from criticizing China for conducting the same kinds of activities in Japan’s EEZ which it 
views with great concern.

JAPAN’S RESPONSES

Japan is trying to ameliorate its concerns in the South China Sea in four ways: raising 
maritime disputes at international forums; encouraging ASEAN unity; addressing the issue 
bilaterally with Southeast Asian countries; and strengthening relations and policy coordina-
tion with the United States and other countries.

China is opposed to the “internationalization” of the South China Sea on the grounds 
that the dispute is bilateral in nature and can only be resolved by Beijing and each of the 
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claimant countries on a one-on-one basis. Accordingly Beijing has tried to limit discussion 
of the issue at regional security forums such as the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) and the 
East Asia Summit (EAS), and also rejects submission of the dispute to international legal 
arbitration such as at the International Court of Justice (ICJ) or the International Tribunal on 
the Law of the Sea (ITLOS). The latter position serves Japan’s interests well, for it means 
that it is highly unlikely that Beijing would advocate submitting the Senkaku/Diaoyu dis-
pute to the ICJ as it would set a precedent for other disputes, including the Paracels and 
Spratlys. With regards to the former, however, Japan has, at least over the past few years, 
ignored Chinese opposition. Thus at the ARF meeting in Hanoi in July 2010, Japan was 
one of 12 countries that expressed concern at developments in the South China Sea, a 
move it repeated in 2011 and 2012. At the 2012 ARF, for instance, Japan described the 
South China Sea dispute as “directly related to the peace and stability of the Asia-Pacific 
region”, called on all the parties to clarify their claims in accordance with UNCLOS and 
expressed “serious concern” over the Sino-Philippine Scarborough Shoal Incident in May-
June.18 Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda reiterated these concerns at the EAS in November 
2012.19 By raising the issue at such forums, Japan aims to highlight the importance of 
preserving freedom of navigation, effective conflict management and a peaceful resolution 
of the dispute.

As tensions in the South China Sea have ratcheted up, the divisions within ASEAN 
have become more pronounced. The ten members of ASEAN have differing interests in 
and positions on the South China Sea: Vietnam and the Philippines view the problem as 
a major national security concern; fellow claimants Malaysia and Brunei tend to downplay 
tensions; Indonesia and Singapore have both called on China to clarify its claims; the four 
non-claimants in mainland Southeast Asia —Thailand, Myanmar, Cambodia and Laos— do 
not perceive a direct stake in the dispute and in any case wish to avoid jeopardising close 
economic and political links with China by taking positions inimical to Beijing’s interests.20 
ASEAN does have a lowest common denominator consensus on the dispute: that it should 
be resolved peacefully in accordance with international law and without the use of force, 
and that China and ASEAN should pursue confidence building measures to reduce ten-
sions. But beyond this there is no consensus on how to move forward with conflict man-
agement and conflict resolution. The problem of ASEAN solidarity over the South China 
Sea was brought into sharp relief in July 2012 when, for the first time in its 45-year his-
tory, ASEAN foreign ministers failed to issue a joint communiqué because of differences 
over whether the dispute should be mentioned.21 Japan was extremely disappointed with 
Cambodia’s chairmanship of ASEAN and particularly the lack of progress on developing a 
formal Code of Conduct (CoC) for the South China Sea.22

ASEAN disunity over the South China Sea worries Tokyo for two reasons. First, be-
cause it impedes efforts to better manage the dispute, allowing tensions to fester and 
increase. And second, because it raises the unwelcome prospect that China could exploit 
the divisions and cut separate deals with individual claimants that would benefit its national 
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interests. Japan has therefore tried to foster ASEAN unity, and called for the implementa-
tion of the 2002 Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea (DoC) and 
the negotiation of a CoC.23 In 2011, Japan suggested that the ASEAN Maritime Forum 
be expanded to include the organization’s dialogue partners.24 Japan’s aim was to push 
discussions on implementing concrete conflict management mechanisms such as the DoC 
and CoC. ASEAN accepted Japan’s proposal and in October 2012 the Expanded ASEAN 
Maritime Forum (EAMF) met in Manila participated in by the EAS members. Although no 
major progress was achieved, Japan would like to see the EAMF convene on an annual 
basis, a move supported by the United States.25

Japan has supplemented its multilateral approach with bilateralism. Japanese ministers 
now regularly discuss the South China Sea dispute with their Southeast Asian counter-
parts. In October 2011, for instance, then Foreign Minister Koichiro Gemba raised the 
issue during visits to Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia.26 The dispute was also addressed 
during summit meetings between Japan and the Philippines and Vietnam in September and 
October 2011 respectively.27 Within weeks of the Abe administration taking office, senior 
Japanese leaders fanned out across Southeast Asia: Taro Aso, former Prime Minister and 
now Deputy Prime Minister and Finance Minister, visited Myanmar in early January; Foreign 
Minister Fumio Kishida visited the Philippines, Singapore and Brunei in mid-January; while 
Abe himself took in Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia from 16 to 18 January. The purpose 
of these trips was twofold: first, to reenergize economic relations between Japan and 
Southeast Asia; and second, to discuss maritime security issues i.e. the ongoing disputes 
in both the South and East China Seas. In his Jakarta speech, the Prime Minister out-
lined the “Abe Doctrine”. Of the five principles he enunciated, the second was that Japan 
would work to ensure that the maritime domain remained “governed by laws and rules, not 
might”.28 The “not might” clause was clearly a reference to the possibility that China might 
seek to resolve its claims through coercion. 

Japan is paying particular attention to the Philippines. Tokyo was perturbed by the 
Scarborough Shoal standoff in April-May 2012, in which the Philippines was forced to 
back down and China essentially seized control of the reef. Japan is concerned that China 
is pursuing a similar strategy in the East China Sea, i.e. using its maritime law enforce-
ment agency vessels to achieve de facto control of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands. Japan has 
found a willing partner in the Philippines. After meeting with Foreign Minister Kishida in 
January, his Philippine counterpart Albert del Rosario told a news conference that the two 
sides shared “mutual concern” over China’s position on maritime disputes, and that the 
nine-dash line posed a threat to regional stability and freedom of navigation.29 In an effort 
to strengthen the Philippines’ maritime capabilities, Tokyo has moved to expand contact 
with the Philippine Navy and offer capacity building support to the Philippine Coast Guard 
(PCG). During Philippine President Aquino’s visit to Japan in September 2011, agree-
ment was reached on an exchange of visits by the heads of navy, increased port calls by 
Japanese warships to the Philippines, and enhanced cooperation between the Japanese 
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and Philippine coast guards.30 Last year, Japan offered to transfer up to ten patrol boats 
worth $12 million each to enhance the PCG’s maritime surveillance capabilities in disputed 
waters.31 The patrol boats will be funded from Japan’s Overseas Development Aid (ODA) 
budget and will be delivered over a two-year period. Similar capacity building support may 
also be extended to Vietnam. 

Japan’s fourth strategy is to pursue closer ties with democratic countries which share 
its concerns over recent developments in Asia’s maritime domain. The Abe government’s 
priority is to strengthen Japan’s alliance with the United States, but the Prime Minister has 
also identified India and Australia as important partners. Japan has welcomed America’s 
“pivot” or rebalancing of military forces towards Asia. In December 2012, Abe proposed 
a “Democratic Security Diamond” comprising Japan, America, India and Australia in which 
those four countries would work together to “safeguard the maritime commons stretching 
from the Indian Ocean region to the Western Pacific”.32 Even before Abe came to power, 
Tokyo and Washington agreed to coordinate their positions at multilateral security forums 
such as the ARF so as to encourage China to adhere to international norms of behaviour.33 
And in terms of providing capacity building support to the Philippines a division of labour 
is apparent: America is helping to modernize the Armed Forces of the Philippines through 
the transfer of refurbished military assets such as ex-US Coast Guard cutters, while Japan 
seeks to improve the capabilities of the PCG by providing patrol boats and training. 

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Maritime territorial disputes are now at the top of Japan’s security agenda —apparently even 
more so than the threat posed by North Korea’s nuclear weapons programme. For obvious 
reasons Japan’s primary concern is its dispute with China in the East China Sea. As China 
moves to challenge Japan’s administrative control over the Senkakyu/Diaoyu Islands, a 
military clash between the two countries has become a very real possibility. If such a clash 
were to occur, it is difficult to envisage either side quickly backing down given the strong 
nationalist sentiment in both countries. But the South China Sea dispute ranks a close sec-
ond. Japan has vital economic and strategic interests in the sea, and as tensions have risen 
since 2007-08, successive Japanese governments have endeavoured to protect them. 

As noted in this paper, Japan is pursuing several strategies to mitigate its concerns 
vis-à-vis a more assertive China. But these strategies have their limitations. While Japan is 
keen to promote ASEAN solidarity on the South China Sea dispute, the member states are 
acutely conscious of the need to avoid giving the impression that they are “ganging up” 
on China at Tokyo’s behest. Japan’s capacity building support for certain Southeast Asian 
countries is constrained by constitutional restrictions and budgetary pressures. And while 
US and Japanese views on the situation in the South China Sea overlap to a considerable 
degree that is less true when it comes to Indian and Australian perceptions. Both New 
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Delhi and Canberra have significant reservations about a “Democratic Security Diamond” 
which would almost certainly be seen in Beijing as part of a wider US-led strategy to con-
tain or encircle China. Nevertheless, despite these limitations, the Abe government seems 
certain to continue its push to ensure that the South China Sea never becomes “Lake 
Beijing”. 
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